
When you look at the world this way, you stop worrying about what’s “good” and what’s 

“bad”—there’s only stuff worth stealing, and stuff that’s not worth stealing. (Location 43) 

 

As the French writer André Gide put it, “Everything that needs to be said has already been 

said. But, since no one was listening, everything must be said again.” (Location 53) 

 

“What is originality? Undetected plagiarism.” (Location 57) 

 

“We were kids without fathers . . . so we found our fathers on wax and on the streets and in 

history. We got to pick and choose the ancestors who would inspire the world we were going 

to make for ourselves.” —Jay-Z (Location 71) 

 

Your job is to collect good ideas. The more good ideas you collect, the more you can choose 

from to be influenced by. (Location 81) 

 

chew on one thinker—writer, artist, activist, role model—you really love. Study everything 

there is to know about that thinker. Then find three people that thinker loved, and find out 

everything about them. Repeat this as many times as you can. Climb up the tree as far as you 

can go. Once you build your tree, it’s time to start your own branch. (Location 89) 

 

The great thing about dead or remote masters is that they can’t refuse you as an apprentice. 

You can learn whatever you want from them. They left their lesson plans in their work. 

(Location 95) 

 

Collect books, even if you don’t plan on reading them right away. Filmmaker John Waters has 

said, “Nothing is more important than an unread library.” Don’t worry about doing research. 

Just search. “Whether I went to school or not, I would always study.” —RZA (Location 105) 

 

“It is better to take what does not belong to you than to let it lie around neglected.” —Mark 

Twain (Location 119) 

 

The writer Wilson Mizner said if you copy from one author, it’s plagiarism, but if you copy from 

many, it’s research. I once heard the cartoonist Gary Panter say, “If you have one person 

you’re influenced by, everyone will say you’re the next whoever. But if you rip off a hundred 

people, everyone will say you’re so original!” (Location 173) 
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The best advice is not to write what you know, it’s to write what you like. Write the kind of 

story you like best—write the story you want to read. The same principle applies to your life 

and your career: Whenever you’re at a loss for what move to make next, just ask yourself, 

“What would make a better story?” (Location 218) 

 

Go make that stuff. The manifesto is this: Draw the art you want to see, start the business you 

want to run, play the music you want to hear, write the books you want to read, build the 

products you want to use—do the work you want to see done. (Location 228) 

 

motion kickstarts our brain into thinking. (Location 248) 

 

It wasn’t until I started bringing analog tools back into my process that making things became 

fun again and my work started to improve. For my first book, Newspaper Blackout, I tried to 

make the process as hands-on as possible. Every poem in that book was made with a 

newspaper article and a permanent marker. The process engaged most of my senses: the feel 

of newsprint in my hands, the sight of words disappearing under my lines, the faint squeak of 

the marker tip, the smell of the marker fumes—there was a kind of magic happening. When I 

was making the poems, it didn’t feel like work. It felt like play. (Location 257) 

 

That’s how I try to do all my work now. I have two desks in my office—one is “analog” and one 

is “digital.” The analog desk has nothing but markers, pens, pencils, paper, index cards, and 

newspaper. Nothing electronic is allowed on that desk. This is where most of my work is born, 

and all over the desk are physical traces, scraps, and residue from my process. (Unlike a hard 

drive, paper doesn’t crash.) The digital desk has my laptop, my monitor, my scanner, and my 

drawing tablet. This is where I edit and publish my work. Try it: If you have the space, set up 

two workstations, one analog and one digital. For your analog station, keep out anything 

electronic. Take $10, go to the school supply aisle of your local store, and pick up some paper, 

pens, and sticky notes. When you get back to your analog station, pretend it’s craft time. 

Scribble on paper, cut it up, and tape the pieces back together. Stand up while you’re working. 

Pin things on the walls and look for patterns. Spread things around your space and sort 

through them. Once you start getting your ideas, then you can move over to your digital 

station and use the computer to help you execute and publish them. When you start to lose 

steam, head back to the analog station and play. (Location 270) 

 

“The work you do while you procrastinate is probably the work you should be doing for the 

rest of your life.” —Jessica Hische (Location 282) 
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One thing I’ve learned in my brief career: It’s the side projects that really take off. By side 

projects I mean the stuff that you thought was just messing around. Stuff that’s just play. 

That’s actually the good stuff. That’s when the magic happens. (Location 285) 

 

If you have two or three real passions, don’t feel like you have to pick and choose between 

them. Don’t discard. Keep all your passions in your life. This is something I learned from the 

playwright Steven Tomlinson. “You can’t connect the dots looking forward, you can only 

connect them looking backwards.” —Steve Jobs (Location 296) 

 

Tomlinson suggests that if you love different things, you just keep spending time with them. 

“Let them talk to each other. Something will begin to happen.” (Location 302) 

 

It’s so important to have a hobby. A hobby is something creative that’s just for you. You don’t 

try to make money or get famous off it, you just do it because it makes you happy. A hobby is 

something that gives but doesn’t take. While my art is for the world to see, music is only for 

me and my friends. We get together every Sunday and make noise for a couple of hours. No 

pressure, no plans. It’s regenerative. It’s like church. (Location 311) 

 

Don’t throw any of yourself away. Don’t worry about a grand scheme or unified vision for your 

work. Don’t worry about unity—what unifies your work is the fact that you made it. One day, 

you’ll look back and it will all make sense. (Location 314) 

 

There is a kind of fallout that happens when you leave college. The classroom is a wonderful, 

if artificial, place: Your professor gets paid to pay attention to your ideas, and your classmates 

are paying to pay attention to your ideas. Never again in your life will you have such a captive 

audience. Soon after, you learn that most of the world doesn’t necessarily care about what 

you think. It sounds harsh, but it’s true. (Location 322) 

 

It’s a two-step process. Step one, “do good work,” is incredibly hard. There are no shortcuts. 

Make stuff every day. Know you’re going to suck for a while. Fail. Get better. Step two, “share 

it with people,” was really hard up until about ten years ago or so. Now, it’s very simple: “Put 

your stuff on the Internet.” (Location 334) 

 

People love it when you give your secrets away, and sometimes, if you’re smart about it, they’ll 

reward you by buying the things you’re selling. (Location 345) 
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I always carry a book, a pen, and a notepad, and I always enjoy my solitude and temporary 

captivity. (Location 389) 

 

“There’s only one rule I know of: You’ve got to be kind.” —Kurt Vonnegut (Location 419) 

 

If you ever find that you’re the most talented person in the room, you need to find another 

room. (Location 430) 

 

“Modern art = I could do that + Yeah, but you didn’t.” —Craig Damrauer (Location 453) 

 

That’s why I put every really nice e-mail I get in a special folder. (Nasty e-mails get deleted 

immediately.) When those dark days roll around and I need a boost, I open that folder and 

read through a couple e-mails. Then I get back to work. Try it: Instead of keeping a rejection 

file, keep a praise file. Use it sparingly—don’t get lost in past glory—but keep it around for 

when you need the lift. (Location 466) 

 

“Be regular and orderly in your life, so that you may be violent and original in your work.” —

Gustave Flaubert (Location 472) 

 

Eat breakfast. Do some push-ups. Go for long walks. Get plenty of sleep. (Location 479) 

 

A day job gives you money, a connection to the world, and a routine. Freedom from financial 

stress also means freedom in your art. As photographer Bill Cunningham says, “If you don’t 

take money, they can’t tell you what to do.” (Location 490) 

 

Establishing and keeping a routine can be even more important than having a lot of time. 

(Location 496) 

 

Writing a page each day doesn’t seem like much, but do it for 365 days and you have enough 

to fill a novel. One successful client pitch is a small victory, but a few dozen of them can get 

you a promotion. (Location 508) 

 

The comedian Jerry Seinfeld has a calendar method that helps him stick to his daily joke 

writing. He suggests that you get a wall calendar that shows you the whole year. Then, you 
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break your work into daily chunks. Each day, when you’re finished with your work, make a big 

fat X in the day’s box. Every day, instead of just getting work done, your goal is to just fill a 

box. “After a few days you’ll have a chain,” Seinfeld says. “Just keep at it and the chain will 

grow longer every day. You’ll like seeing that chain, especially when you get a few weeks under 

your belt. Your only job next is to not break the chain.” Get a calendar. Fill the boxes. Don’t 

break the chain. (Location 510) 

 

A logbook isn’t necessarily a diary or a journal, it’s just a little book in which you list the things 

you do every day. What project you worked on, where you went to lunch, what movie you 

saw. It’s much easier than keeping a detailed diary, and you’d be amazed at how helpful having 

a daily record like this can be, especially over several years. The small details will help you 

remember the big details. (Location 517) 

 

The way to get over creative block is to simply place some constraints on yourself. It seems 

contradictory, but when it comes to creative work, limitations mean freedom. Write a song 

on your lunch break. Paint a painting with only one color. Start a business without any start-

up capital. Shoot a movie with your iPhone and a few of your friends. Build a machine out of 

spare parts. Don’t make excuses for not working—make things with the time, space, and 

materials you have, right now. (Location 544) 

 

“Telling yourself you have all the time in the world, all the money in the world, all the colors 

in the palette, anything you want—that just kills creativity.” —Jack White (Location 551) 

 

What Now? Take a walk Start your swipe file Go to the library Buy a notebook and use it Get 

yourself a calendar Start your logbook Give a copy of this book away Start a blog Take a nap 

(Location 562) 
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